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Share It's a story about six sisters in a world protected by the power of song. But one of these sisters seeks to ruin the world. And she won't rest until everyone else dies. - The Trailer for Drakengard 3, also known as Drag-On Dragoon 3 in Japan, is the third title in the Drakengard series. Unlike the second game, it was
created by the same developers of the first game and NIER. This was done to celebrate the tenth anniversary of the first game. To celebrate the tenth anniversary, Dengeki Online conducted a survey of the popularity of the characters of the first two games. According to an interview with Famitsu, Takamasa Shiba
presented the idea of creating a sequel Toronggard 2 many years ago Taro Ioko. Yoko felt that he was not up to the task at the time and refused. In Yoko's eyes, Nir is his personal Drag-On Dragoon 3. He planned to continue expanding the succession of Nier, but his plans were interrupted when Cavia broke up, and
Yousuke Saito (producer Nir) became busy managing Dragon quest X. Shiba continued to pitch the idea of creating Drag-On Dragoon 3, and he too ran into difficulties due to the termination of Cavia. When he introduced the game to Cavia's parent division, AC Interactive, it was closed. Shiba believes it was rejected
because of a trend at the time that sought to appeal to light gamers with a lighter atmosphere. Yoko said that Drakengard fans frequently ask for a dark history according to polls from Square-Enix and Shiba personally wants a story like Nier. Yoko seeks to do neither, while maintaining the true spirit of the Drakengard
series. He had to fight to keep the female hero and zero eye flower as he believes it will offer a different taste for the story. In an interview with Dengeki Online, he says it's a story about looking for something. He also mentioned in the same interview a couple of ideas that he wanted to make for this record but were
rejected. The first wanted to fool the players into thinking they missed the title by calling it one Drag-On Dragoon 4 and the story of the missing piece of the series. Another was set in a modern setting after the adventures of a Japanese schoolgirl who would call to her dragon companion via her mobile phone. According
to the blog of Amy Eishima, author of the additional material of the game, none of the endings of the game does not lead to Drakengard, despite some superficial similarities. Instead, the events directly connecting Drakengard are said to be in the 2014 novel Drag-On Dragoon 3 Story Side. Gameplay See also:
Drakengard 3 Trophies Game is roughly similar to previous titles with ground and air combat. This title introduces singing or will sing (ウタウタ), which is a new method of manipulating magic in the world. There are no urban areas for the player Explore, but the interactions of the characters during the battle remain intact,
while the characters can also interact between missions in the camp. There are four allies zero can score, but she can only have two to accompany her into battle. The zero is capable of using four types of weapons: swords, spears, combat braces and chakrams. You can also fight with your dragon. In this case, when
you are doing a ground battle, you can command the dragon to help you without riding the dragon. The skills of the zero attack will change as the song flows. Plot Installation Once Upon a time, in an era tarnished by endless conflict, five beautiful goddesses descended to earth. Goddess sang mystical songs that
restored peace and harmony in our broken world. People began to worship these holy songwriters and began to call them insiders. Thanks to the efforts of these Intoners, the chaos of war has become a distant memory. And as a result, humanity enjoyed an age of sweet reverie, basking in a newfound light and cavalier -
Section, Drakengard 3 World rules the Intoners, sisters whose songs reveal immense powers. One day, the older sister of zero appears with her dragon Michael in tow to kill his 5 sisters. Why did he appear in front of her sisters? Why does she travel with a dragon movie? What is Intoner? Darkness on the horizon...
Characters Playable Name Description Voice zeroゼロ the main character and expert fencer. She has the ability to sing. An apathetic woman, she doesn't think much about men or the world around her. The flower grows from her right eye; her pink eyes are acutely described as mysterious in Drakengard's world.
Japanese:Maaya UchidaEnglish:Tara Platt Michaelミハ-zero dragon partner. Proud and intelligent, he has saved zero countless times with his power. Unlike the other dragons in the series, he is an idealistic pacifist who believes that everyone can understand each other as long as they are willing to talk to each other.
Japanese:Nao ToyamaEnglish:Cindy Robinson ワ younger sister of zero with similar abilities. A direct contrast to her sister, she is a serious and intelligent person with mysterious red eyes. She wonders how the world can benefit from her singing ability. (Playing DLC). Japanese:Rie TanakaEnglish:Lauren Landa Twoト
ウ While the third sister of Intoner Two really looks cool as ice, she actually runs the Land of the Sands. She is a bright and cheerful young girl who can get along with anyone. It is considered the life of the party sisters. She is now seeing a man. (Playable in DLC). Japanese:Chiwa SaitoEnglish:Kate Higgins Threeリ -
she is one of the sisters of zero, and turns out to be sluggish, lethargic and has a dangerous temperament. It is An Intoner and rules over the land of forests. It is said to be popular with soldiers. Three of them obsessed with her interests, and doesn't care about anything that doesn't interest her. She's indifferent to her
sister zero. (Playing DLC). Japanese:Mamiko NotoEnglish: Mela Lee フォウ She is the fifth of the Inner Sisters and runs the Land of the Gore. She speaks and acts with grace and has a refined personality of a good listener. Behind her prim and rigid personality hides a twisted inferiority complex, however. Much like
other Intoners, she possesses a high sexual attraction, but because of her repressed personality, she has never been able to act on it, and is the only virgin among her sisters. (Playing DLC). Japanese:Ayana TaketatsuEnglish:Christina Valenzuela Fiveファブ She Is An Intoner, who runs the Land of the Seas and is the
youngest of six sisters. She has great confidence, greed and relentless cravings. The moment she gets what she wants, her interest in it is lost. She speaks sleazyly and likes to refer to her sex life. Her appetite knows no bounds. (Playing DLC). Japanese:Shizuka ItouEnglish:Megan Hollingshead ガブリエ dragon
partner. She helps the Intoners on their adventures at the request of their own. She Gabrielle before turning into a daemon. (Playing DLC). Japanese:Ricky KitazawaEnglish: Mona Marshall is an indelible name Description of The Voice of Centセト a good guy who wields a twin sword. He has a lot of self-confidence but
makes a lot of mistakes and causes problems by spreading false information. Japanese:Rotaro OkiayuEnglish:Liam O'Brien Octaオクタ an old man whose sexual greed does not match and owns a special hoop as his weapon. He looks weird, but cunning. Among the students, he boasts the greatest pride.
Japanese:ChafurinEnglish:Todd Haberkorn デカト a middle-aged man who fights with his fists and a well-trained body. Compared to other students, he is a gentleman who has a normal personality and pays attention to women. He is an extreme masochist who turns pain and agony into his personal reward. He tries to
keep a low profile, but is well known to all members nonetheless. Japanese:Kazuhiko InoueEnglish:Cam Clark Ditoディト A beautiful boy on the outside who is extremely violent and powerful on the inside. Owns a Chinese spear. A smart young man with sharp feelings, he is able to understand the mentality of other
nations and harm others with his wisdom. He finds delight in other people's painful expressions and cries. Japanese: Mitsuki SaigaEnglish: The Agreement of the Jury アコ Mysterious woman who observes the progress of zero from afar. She serves as a storyteller. Japanese:Ami KoshimizuEnglish:Eden Riegel Story
Spoiler Alert: Plot and/or Ending Details to follow. The game is a prequel to the first game. Despite being a prequel, the Drakengard 3 mostly follows separate deadlines not related to the Drakengard events. This is more Midgard than the first two games, as pacts or seals do not yet exist. In the distant past, the dark ages
swept the world with wars and tyranny, and the goddess Inner appeared before their guards. With the ability to manipulate magic through the song, the goddess conquered the feudal lords of the world and the world was brought to rough ground. Goddess were revered as The Intoners, and were entrusted to rule the
world. The Intoner known as the one has a strong power to bring peace and stability to the world. She is the person who will unite the Intoners and stand on top of the world. But one day, her older sister, Zero, appears in front of her with a dragon. The zero is also Intoner, and the strongest of its kind. The zero then
declares war on her sisters with the reason that the world doesn't need six Intoners, but only one is herself. What is Intoners? Dark clouds hang over the world once again. Ending the branch After a successful zero-and-one standoff, she seeks to deliver the last blow until one summons Gabriel into battle. With Michael in
two, zero defeats Gabriel with much ease until Michael collapses from the apparent over-exhaustion the battle waged on him. Noz realizes her folly in wanting victory as she looks back at the exhausted Michael, who died after the engagement. The distraught zero goes to someone who has just finished saying goodbye
to Gabriel. One says zero that she will go ahead, eventually meeting her end hand zero. After completing his mission, it takes some time and subsequently pierces in the abdomen. Blood is washed out of the body of zero as it covers a person who resembles one in appearance, albeit in male form. He tells her that he is
his younger brother and that he was created for the sole intention of eliminating zero ever to be the first to die from their duel. When a young man pleads with zero not to hate him for his actions, he only comments that she has never hated anyone, not even her sisters. She just wanted to be The Last Survivor of Intoner,
mentioning how hate never even played a role in her decisions because she always intended to kill herself after all. One of them remains horrified by her statement. Within the reach of death, he slowly reached out to Michael, thanking him for his conversion before eventually dying, apparently ending the current
generation of Intoners. However, the troubled Man wonders about the future and seeks out his dead sister, asking her what he will do in the world without such divine beings controlling its foundation. It is then comes to the revelation that he will start a kind of church to protect the world in the place of his fallen Intoners,
worshipping and honoring his sister in her place. After the exit, the pigeons surround the bodies of the fallen zero and Michael, with The mysterious woman decorated the place, referring to how she already knew what was going to happen, and that they had to take another branch to continue. As the pigeons emerge
from the area, she abruptly takes her vacation. Branch B: Price Pay After defeating Rafael, Michael shows zero that he was struck too much by his poison, ultimately dying of toxins. The zero, distraught by the dead Michael, curses him for leaving her at the flower again and again for his endless curse. At this point, he
recalls the possibilities of his flower, using his song power to chant a seemingly powerful spell. Apparently, using his last power, zero thanks Michael before disappearing into the light. Michael dizzyingly wakes up and looks for zero, sporting a familiar pink flower in his eyes. The voice of a small child reacts to Michael in a
familiar tone, and Michael casually responds as if talking to zero. Branch C: VomitingAfter victory over One, Michael dies of wounds. One taunts zero and dies. The zero is left with great regret and remorse over Michael's death, while she is constantly vomiting on the floor. She tries to find another dragon to end her life,
but she can not find it. Branch D: The flower-zero consumes one and allows the flower to bloom in it. They are then transported to the Spiritual World, where giant statues of six inkers appear and Michael is involved in a rhythm game. Michael wins, and, remembering with zero, he destroys them. When they disintegrate,
Accord states that the force of the flower has been sealed in the spiritual world, negating its threat to humanity, although there is still the possibility that the seal will one day break. The Chord also states that, although the recording function for zero (probably the version of the Agreement assigned to it) has been violated,
she is confident that zero is still alive and that they will meet again. Theme song (s) Downloadable Content See also: Downloadable content Drakengard 3 has downloadable content in the form of additional costumes, additional headgear, additional weapons, additional BGMs and additional scenarios. The Intoner sisters
play in the scenario prologue. Japanese Voiceover is said to be not included in the European digital copy, although it may be available in the future as a PSN release. Trophies Downloadable Content is also accompanied by additional trophies. Spoiler alert: Plot and/or ending details to follow. Title Description type Force
Songウタノチカ activated Intoner mode for the first time. Bronze セツナノミキワメ with a successful counterattack. Bronze-qualified ブキノキワミ pulled out a weapon-changing combo. Bronze is the first time Shopperはじめてお買いも went shopping for the first time. Bronze Weapons Collector Five weapons were
collected. The Bronze Weapons Collector (Intermediate) collected 15 weapons. The Bronze Weapons Collector (Advanced) collected 25 weapons. The Bronze Sword Master received all the swords of arms. Bronze SpearMaster's spear master received every spear weapon. Bronze Knuckle Master Nuckle star received
every claw weapon. Bronze Chakrama Master Chakrama Master received every chakram weapon. The Master of Bronze Weapons Master has collected all the weapons. The Silver Weapon Maniac Weapon Mania has raised each weapon to level 4. Golden Chain King Chain King Earth 50 Conception Hits. Bronze Chain
ChainMaster's ChainMaster Earth 100 Consecative Hits. Silver Gold Master Gold Master earned Cumular a total of 300,000 gold. Silver trial period completed on the last mission with each student. Bronze Gimme your money! The full one of Accord's queries. Bronze fork it all! Full 20 Accord queries. Silver every last coin
is mine! Completely all requests Accord. The gold treasure hunter discovered 50 treasure champions. Bronze true treasure hunter True Treasure Hunter has discovered all the treasures best. Silver Fresh-Blooded Intoner Fresh Utahime Defeat 100 emenms. Bronze Crimson Crimson Utahime Defeat 1000 emenms. Silver
Sunday Intoner Sunday Utahyme Reach Player Level 5. Bronze Immortal Intoner Immortal Utahyme Reach Player Level 30. Bronze ruler Sky Ruler of the Sky earn every perfect bonus to bring air-battle stages. Bronze Secret Trophies Title Description Type Last Song Last Uta I Hear Sound. Platinum chapter zero zero
clear full chapter 0. Bronze End AA Ending Full Branch A. Silver Ending BB End Full Branch B. Silver Ending CC End Full Branch C. Silver End DD Ending Full Branch D. Gold Flood By Snatch not To Lose Ljud Defeat Phanuel. Bronze Fall Castle Frigid Bronze Puppet wrangler Bronze Twin Walls' Slumber Bibi no wei
wed Les Egregori. Bronze Dragons Target Dragon Species No Marie defeat Gabriel. Bronze poison Nihana Defeat Rafael. Bronze stained the dance of the mud of Buto defeat Abdiel. Bronze Rabbit Dragon subordinated to Nar Dragon Defeat Jiel. Bronze Immortal color Immortal color Defeat Galliel. Bronze Ancient
progenitor Founder Naru Old Defeat Ezrael. Bronze. You know you want it. Accelerated the second gift from Dito. Bronze is a painfully exquisite gift! Accelerated the second gift from Bronze Pleasure ALL my... エンジョですぞ! Took a second gift from Octa. Bronze How kind of I am beautiful.⼼もケメでしょう? Accepted
second gift from Cent. Bronze Title Description Type 2 Chapter, verse 1弐章節 Complete Mission 1. Bronze Chapter 2, verse 2弐章 ⼆節 Complete Mission 2. Bronze two chapters, verse 3弐章 三節 Complete Mission 3. Serenity Bronze Received!せいじゃくをてにいれた! Defeat homunculus. The silver term Bliss幸福終
着 Raise two to its maximum level (10). Golden Name Description Type Three Chapter, verse 1参章節 Complete Mission 1. Bronze Three Chapter, verse 2参章 ⼆節 Complete Mission 2. Bronze Three Chapter, verse 3参章 三節 Complete Mission 3. Bronze Toys Full!おもちゃがかんせいした! Defeat of Big Gigas. Silver
Epitom Play遊戯極み Raise three to its maximum level (10). Golden Name Description Type 4 Chapter, verse 1肆 章.節 Complete Mission 1. Bronze Four Chapter, verse 2肆章 ⼆節 Complete Mission 2. Bronze Four Chapter, verse 3肆章 三節 Complete Mission 3. Bronze justice prevails!せいぎがしょうりした! Defeat
the pirate fleets. Silver peak frigidity潔癖 頂点 raise four to maximum level (10). Golden Name Description Type Five Chapter, verse 1伍 章節 Mission 1. Bronze Five Chapter, verse 2伍章 ⼆節 Complete Mission 2. Bronze Five Chapter, verse 3伍章 三節 Complete Mission 3. Bronze food received! たべもをてにいれた!
Defeat the Big One, Juicy Crab. Silver Hunger 飢餓 絶頂 raise five to its maximum level (10). Golden Name Description Type 5 Chapter, verse 1零 章節 Complete Mission 1. Bronze zero chapter, verse 2零 章 ⼆節 Mission 2. Bronze zero chapter, verse 3零章 三節 Complete Mission 3. The bronze partner got! あいぼうを
てにいれた! Michael's defeat. The silver cycle of fate探求 果て zero to its maximum level (10). The golden release of NA release is the North American collector's edition of Box. A prequel to the original Drakengard, Drakengard 3 transports players to a medieval world where six sisters possess special magical powers like
the Intoners. These sisters brought peace to earth with their power to manipulate magic through song. Harmony is broken, however, when the older sister, Zero, tries to kill her younger sisters with the help of her dragon companion, Michael. As the story progresses, players find themselves in battle to unravel the mystery
of zero and find out its true intentions. Description of the NA issue. In North America, Drakengard 3 was released digitally and physically on May 20, 2014. Drakeengard 3 Collector's Edition Box was exclusively through the online store Square Enix. Since the release was limited, there were only 5,000 copies available for
purchase. It contains Premium Packaging, which features Japanese product art, a translation of the Full Novella Prequel, a soundtrack sampler disc, a two-way collectible poster and DLC codes for a caim costume, a prequel stage featuring one and a giant Baby Hat. Pre-ordering Drakengard 3 Standard Edition or
Drakengard 3 Collector's Edition Box until March 4, 2014 provided access to three bonus items, of which included a Japanese Voiceover as a DLC. The pre-order Drakengard 3 Standard Edition or PSN version until April 9, 2014 provided access to the NIER COSTUME PACK DLC and the unspecified DLC, which was
revealed on April 9. The standard edition was available for pre-order exclusively through the Square Enix Online Store for $49.99 and the Box Collector's Edition was available for pre-order exclusively through the Square Enix Online Store for $79.99. The PsN version was available for pre-order exclusively through the
Square Enix Online Store for $49.99. A pre-order game from Amazon gave access to three variants of the DLC costume color for zero. PAL Release Europe Collector's Edition Box. As of April 2, 2014, Square Enix Europe announced that Europe and PAL Territories were to receive the Drakengard Collector's Edition Box
containing the following elements: Clamshell Box - an eloquent showcase featuring a flower that grows out of the eyes of zero. Hardback Novella - This beautifully illustrated 160-page prequel story By Drakengard 3 (available only in English) contains a collection of short stories written from the perspective of each
character. Add-on Pack - Loaded tokens for the Ciam costume, an extra level where you play as one, sister zero, and a giant baby hat (yes, a huge baby head for your dragon, Michael). Music Sampler CD is a CD containing a selection of mesmerizing tracks from the original soundtrack to the game, composed by Keiichi
Okabe (who also created the score for Nier). Double Sided Poster is a collectible two-way poster available only in the collectible version of Drakengard 3. Game - While there will be no physical version of the Drakengard 3 drive for Europe and PAL territories, the download marker will be included in the box, which you
can redeem on the PlayStation Store. Japanese Voice DLC - Experience the game in its original audio with a download marker for the original Japanese voiceover! This DLC is part of the collectible version, but will also be available to owners without ce, when pre-ordering a standard digital game through the PlayStation
Store (pre-orders start in mid-April). Compared to the North American release, there were only 2,000 copies available for 69.99 pounds. In the territories of Europe and PAL 3 was released digitally only on May 21, 2014. Pre-ordering Drakengard 3 Standard Edition or Drakengard 3 Collector's Edition Box until March 4,
2014 provided access to three bonus items, of which it included Japanese Voiceover as DLC. The pre-order Drakengard 3 Standard Edition or PSN version until April 9, 2014 provided access to the NIER COSTUME PACK DLC and the unspecified DLC, which was revealed on April 9. The standard edition was available
for pre-order exclusively through the Square Enix Online Store for $49.99 and the Box Collector's Edition was available for pre-order exclusively through the Square Enix Online Store for $79.99. The PsN version was available for pre-order exclusively through the Square Enix Online Store for $49.99. Упаковка
произведения искусства DRAG-ON DRAGOON 3Square EnixJapan: 12/19/2013Rating: CERO DDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/20/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3 Коллекционное изданиеКвадрат EnixNorth Америка: 5/20/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/5/2014Rating:
RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard
3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth America: 5/2014Rating: RPDrakengard 3Square EnixNorth 20/2014Rating: MAdd фото в эту галерею Медиа Работа Героев Drakengard и NieR.Artwork Благодаря нулевой и
один для еженедельной обложке Famitsu, январь 2014.Valentine's Day Promotion.Autographed изображение нулевой и One.Autographed изображение, предлагаемое для болельщиков, участвующих в 10-й годовщины сообщение Фамицу для серии Карта Midgard во время событий Drakengard 3. Trivia
Links External Links Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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